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. Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. What happens when two housemates discover they
are both into bondage and breath control? Keith is home alone one night having some self-
bondage play in the tub that gets out of hand. Luckily, Nathan comes home just in the nick of time.
A rescue leads to more kinky fun and romance. Nathan wants to take Keith for an initiation to The
Blackout Club at the end of the week. Details are hush-hush, but Keith is a willing participant. Or is
he to be a victim? When he s taken to the secret location and the chains come out beside the
swimming pool, Keith begins to wonder: Just how far will Nathan and the other club members push
their potential member? This gay adult tale contains sex, bondage, breath control, peril play, and
fun underwater.
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This book is indeed gripping and interesting. It really is rally exciting throgh studying period. Its been written in an extremely easy way and is particularly
merely soon after i finished reading this book through which in fact changed me, affect the way i think.
-- Aisha  Lem ke-- Aisha  Lem ke

The ideal pdf i at any time read. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. You will like the way the author create this book.
-- Elia ne B edna r-- Elia ne B edna r
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